“Aggressive girl”
“I was at my office. One of the youth workers of the project I coordinate came to my office. She was
just in the middle of her workshop with her youth group. She told me that in her youth group a
conflict had escalated, because of a racist comment “Migrants come here to steal, they are
thieves” .Because of the conflict part of the group was outside in the hall, she asked me to go and
take care of that part of the group, so she could stay with the two young people in conflict, to
mediate. When I arrived to the group – I asked them what happened, to get to know how they felt
the conflict. I tried to speak from a personal level, creating an atmosphere of trust and deep
sharing by naming that it was important to recognize all of the pain that had been caused, when
one of the girls started to laugh and mock the situation. She continued criticizing the girl who had
made the comment and making fun of her. During the entire time we were together the girl kept
laughing, and when I said that I thought of that space as a place where everyone could express
themselves, the girl said “what a drag”. All of this happened at the hall of the Casal de Barri Besòs.”
Casal de Barri Besòs, a youth and community center, Barcelona, 2018

IDENTITIES OF THE NARRATOR AND THE PERSON(S) TRIGGERING THE SHOCK
is a single 32 years old algerian who's been in France from a year or two. This incident takes place at
a party after a worshop in which the narrator is a trainer and the other person
is a participant.
SIMILARITIES
/ DIFFERENCES

THE NARRATOR

A 29 years old Catalan woman.
She works as a coordinator in a
youth and communication
center placed at Barcelona.

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

A 17 years old Catalan woman,
who’s from Moroccan origin.
She is a participant in the
Center’s project.

Common features are their gender and
nationality. What separates them are their
ages, their social classes (the narrator is from
the middle class and the other person is from a
lower class), their religion (the narrator doesn’t
have any while the other person is a Muslim)
and their positions in the Center..

CONTEXT
is a single 32 years old algerian
who's been in France from a
PHYSICAL CONTEXT
year or two. This incident takes
place at a party after a
Theythe
were
in the hall, sitting around a table.
worshop in which
narrator
is a trainer and the other
This is not the only space where the participants of the
person is a participant.
youth group meet.

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
The youth group: everyone was there except the
girl who made the comment and the boy who had
received the comment. They were all either
migrants or children of migrants.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS

Community and youth Centre: The youth Project
belongs to a public program and accompanies
teenagers in the afternoons throughout the school
year. The group is consolidated; they have known
each other for a while. They are at risk of social
exclusion since they all live in a neighborhood that is
economically deprived.

Members of the youth group are all school mates, they
know each other well, and this somehow could have
influenced the behavior of the girl who was
antagonizing the narrator. There seems to be a
personal link among the participants in the youth
group that was implicit.
The YW narrator has worked there for almost a year
although she does not normally relate with the group
doing more coordination role. She did not have a prior
relationship with the girl in the situation.
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The narrator tried to the address a conflict with the youth group, and one of
the girls kept laughing and mocking making comments such as “What a drag”

Professional role of the youth worker to create
safe spaces: the narrator has the representation
that it is the responsibility of the youth worker to
generate safe spaces so that the youth can speak
out, speak about their emotions, express
themselves and who they are fully, and protect
them by helping them cope with their emotions,
and teach them how to do so, and provide closure
to any conflict.

Professional role of the youth worker to
empower vulnerable youth: the narrator has the
representation that it is her responsibility that
vulnerable youth recognize their vulnerability and
their identity traits that make them vulnerable – in
this case as a minority – and the youth worker must
empower the youth to face this vulnerability and
become active citizens against racism. In this
situation the narrator she is not able to accomplish
this aspect of the professional role because the
girls do not give enough importance to the conflict.

Solemnity in painful situations and safe spaces: the
narrator has a representation about how to manage
conflict. For her it is important to be calm and generate a
space of solemnity in difficult situations to honor the
emotional reactions. For her, this way of acting allows
everyone’s voice to be heard, and the pain of the conflict
can be addressed in a respectful and thoughtful manner.
Not respecting the calmness and providing space for
everyone to speak and be heard presented a serious threat
for the narrator to her ideas of safety.

Freedom to show yourself: the narrator perceived
the girl’s attitude (laughing, interrupting with
disdainful comments, etc.) as a defense mechanism
in front of a sensitive situation. For the narrator,
having to put up this cover to avoid facing a painful
situation comes from a lack of freedom of showing
and being who you are. To the narrator if the girl is
reacting only through “masks” of “I don’t care”, she is
not really free to show her real self and the parts of
herself which make her vulnerable. The narrator
values freedom as one of the main assets someone
can have in life, it is connected with a pillar in life.
The narrator understands the young girl’s behaviour
in the situation because as a lack of freedom and
feels sorry for her.

Professional role as coordinator: The narrator understands it is also her responsibility
as coordinator to generate a safe space for her and her colleagues.

FRAME OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT

The narrator approaches the youth group and asks them to sit around the table to
talk about what had happened in the group. The girl reacts “What a drag”

Diversity in communicative styles: it is possible
to talk about painful and sensitive situations
through many different communicative styles. A
solemn, calm and/or quiet listening environment
is not necessarily the only or the best way to deal
with conflict.

Safe spaces and vulnerability: people
should decide freely if a space if safe
enough to open up be vulnerable and show
one’s feelings. People can feel more or less
safe in a space, and they can decide to
show their vulnerability or not accordingly
to how they feel.

Privacy about own feelings: people should talk about their feelings and
what makes them vulnerable when they wish, and not when it is demanded
of them by others.

Mistrust towards “white” or “nonmigrant” youth workers: Someone
with a non-migrant background is not
credible in addressing racist issues.

Aggressions happen: conflict and aggressions are part of life, and dwelling on them
does not make them better.

Reciprocity: If someone offends my group,
I can show my anger towards them as well.
I can laugh at them, comment on them,
and I can show emotions.
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